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Stevenage FC Foundation is the official charity of Stevenage Football Club of the English

Football League and have been established since 2009 with the purpose of providing

opportunities for people to realise their potential.

Within this booklet you will find information about a number of programmes we have to offer

in English, Maths, PSHE (including mental well being) and of course PE.

Our education offer is a fundamental part of the offer we provide to our local community

and we pride ourselves on supporting schools, colleges and other educational institutions to

positively impact their students education experience.

Our schools work is supported by the Premier League Primary Stars programme and we aim

to use the unique appeal of a professional sports club to engage with children individually, as

a whole class or through targeted interventions to improve on these curriculum areas. 

The Foundation is a registered charity that aims to build relationships with schools to tailor

a bespoke package that will help to meet your own targets, support your staff and provide

positive role models within the school from a unique organisation with an abundance of

additional benefits to both the school and students.

INTRODUCTION

Daryl Smith - Head of Education & School Sport



MORE THAN A FOOTBALL CLUB
Stevenage Football Club Foundation is built upon two key words...

As an organisation our vision is to provide opportunities for our community to realise

their potential. This may be a school setting such as yours or in one of our many

community venues engaging with participants from as young as 2 years old 

through to 82 years old!

We aim for all our offers to intertwine, with progressions 

available to all our participants to create a community 

with a healthy and positive life.

PEOPLE & POTENTIAL

The Foundation has six key core values:

 

 

Each member of staff is given at least 50 hours of professional development each and

every year to ensure delivery remains current and at the highest standard. 

OUR STAFF
PROFESSIONAL - ENGAGE - OPEN - PASSION - LEAD - EXCITE

All our staff have undertaken an Enhanced DBS Check to ensure they are suitable for

work, as well as the appropriate Safeguarding Children and Emergency First Aid course

(minimum 3 hours). 

All coaches have completed or are working towards the afPE Level 3 Certificate in

Supporting Development & Physical Activity in Early Years. All staff have completed a

number of National Governing Body sport specific coaching qualifications.
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TESTIMONIALS

 MARTINS WOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL
STEVENAGE

"WE HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH THE FOUNDATION FOR
A NUMBER OF YEARS PROVIDING IN CLASS AND

AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES.
WHETHER IT IS THEIR ASPIRE, ABC OR AFTER-sCHOOL FITNESS

CLUB THE FOUNDATION HAVE SUPPORTED THE SCHOOL TO HELP US
FULFIL OUR SCHOOL MOTTO INSPIRING AN AMBITION TO LEARN"
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"A professional organisation and a very
comprehensive package. The coach led sessions,
after school clubs, player visits and all round
support have really raised the profile of
football and sport in our school." 
Highly recommended! STONEHILL PRIMARY SCHOOL

LETCHWORTH

to engage children with mixed learning levels and
abilities while still achieving the overall objectives

set within the sessions.
I would recommend Stevenage FC Foundation as a

sporting provider and we are certainly looking to
grow the relationship between ourselves and them in

the new academic year."

"it gave me a good idea of how

Holy Family PRIMARY SCHOOL
Welwyn GC

"It’s great to see all the children engaged and
involved and seeing some of the less sporty
one’s keen to take part in lessons.
They are learning a variety of skills not always
associated with PE, such as silent communication"

St Nicholas CofE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Stevenage

"It’s better than sitting at a desk because we
learn quicker and it’s fun."

"I used to just guess. I didn’t understand about
estimating before taking part in PE with Stevenage
and now I know how to estimate."

year 4 pupil

year 6 pupil



PARTNER SCHOOL BENEFITS
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Our primary school offer is at the very heart of the work that Stevenage FC Foundation is

doing within our local community.

As such, we endeavour to make sure that those schools that partner with us are provided

with exclusive benefits that cannot be accessed elsewhere. As well as working in

partnership to up skill pupils in key subject areas such as English, Maths and PSHE, whilst

improving staff knowledge of how to utilise sport for more than just PE.

These include:

      Bespoke Teacher CPD Delivered By The FA Regional PE Officers

      Motivational Stevenage FC 1st Team Player Visits

      Exclusive Ticket Offers For Stevenage FC Home Games For All Pupils

 Discount For Staff At Our Community Based Sessions

      Invitation To The Annual EFL Trust Kids Cup (Year 6) & Other Competitions

 A "Night Out On Us" With Free Tickets For Staff To A Stevenage FC Home Game

      Stevenage FC Foundation Partner School Plaque

      Stevenage FC Football Signed By 1st Team

      Access To Stadium Tours At The Lamex Stadium

Not Just PPA: Our Programmes Are Designed For Our Staff To Work Alongside Teachers To

Allow Them To Feel More Confident In Using Sport As Part Of Their Wider Education

Delivery



HOW IT WORKS ABCs
EYFS OR KEY STAGE 1
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CURRICULUM AREAS: PE KEY STAGE 1

WHOLE CLASS

KEY STAGE WC OR TI

OVERVIEW
This programme focuses specifically on Agility, Balance &

Coordination to support pupils with developing the 

fundamental movement skills both individually and

with others. 

Pupils will master basic movements including 

running, jumping, hand eye coordination and are 

given opportunities to apply these in a variety of

activities and team games.

ABCs can be used as evidence of the following indicators:

1: Engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

Each of our programmes have been designed to utilise sport

and physical activity to not only cover topics found within

physical education but also wider subjects such as English,

Mathematics, Science, PSHE and more.

The Foundation can provide further support to your school via

extra-curricular clubs before, during and after the school day.

More information can be found on Page 9.

CURRICULUM AREAS

EXAMPLE:

Programmes work by placing a member of the Foundation

staff alongside a teacher from your school, providing CPD and

support for teachers by building their confidence in using sport

to engage pupils in a different way.

The following 7 programmes are shown with a red table at the

top of the page which identifies the Key Stage group they are

suitable for, whether they can be delivered to a "Whole Class"

(WC) or as a "Target Intervention" (TI) with a particular group

of students who need additional support in a certain

curriculum area or as a behaviour management tool.

Over the six week period pupils will develop spatial

awareness, changing direction at speed and become

familiar with completing activities whilst on the move.
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PRIMARY PE
KEY STAGE 1 OR 2 WHOLE CLASS

OVERVIEW
PE & Games introduces pupils to the skills, techniques, rules

and regulations of a wide variety of sports and activities.

Children will learn to develop the key skills and

techniques for the chosen sport(s), looking at the

principles of both attacking and defending, as well

as developing the attitude and ability to compete

fairly.

PE & Games can be used as evidence of the following

indicators:

1: Engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity

2: Increase the profile of PE and School Sport across the school

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

4: Broader experience of range of sports offered to all pupils

5: Increase participation in competitive sport

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

CURRICULUM AREAS: PE KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Children and teachers will learn the tactics and 

strategies to help increase the chance of success both 

individually and as a team.

MOVE & LEARN
KEY STAGE 2 WHOLE CLASS

OVERVIEW
+Sport Move and Learn is a national education programme

that has been developed by the EFL Trust and Ferrero.

Combining six weeks of practical sporting sessions

with classrooms, it encourages physical activity,

promotes nutritional education and builds

awareness of the importance of a healthy diet and

active lifestyle.

The Foundation is one of 26 organisations able to deliver

this programme, developed by nutritional and

educational experts in line with recommendations in the

Government's eat well plate and the National Curriculum.

+Sport Move & Learn can be used as evidence of the following

indicators:

1: Engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

4: Broader experience of range of sports offered to all pupils

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

CURRICULUM AREAS: PE KEY STAGE 2
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READING STARS
KEY STAGE 2 WC OR TI

OVERVIEW
Developed in partnership with the National Literacy Trust,

Premier League Reading Stars is designed for reluctant and 

less able readers in Years 5 and 6.

There are special incentives and opportunities for

those who register for the programme, including

sticker packs and Premier League book packs!

Reading Stars can be used as evidence of the following

indicators:

2: Increase the profile of PE and School Sport across the school

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

CURRICULUM AREAS: ENGLISH KEY STAGE 2

The programme consists of 10 sessions that can be delivered

in a flexible and convenient model to suit your school.

A range of fun activities, a recommended reading

list, take-home challenges and a tactics book,

help you work with our staff to plan a successful

programme.

ACTIVE MATHS
WC OR TI

OVERVIEW
The Active Maths programme is aimed at improving the maths

skills of pupils, showing how maths can be applied 

in a sporting context. The programme can be used

to underpin broader maths learning in a fun and

active way.

with numbers, data handling, problem solving and

recognising and using size, shapes and measures.

Active Maths can be used as evidence of the following

indicators:

2: Increase the profile of PE and School Sport across the school

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

KEY STAGE 1 OR 2

CURRICULUM AREAS: MATHEMATICS KEY STAGE 1 & 2

Activities encourage both individual and group work to ensure

a variety of experiences throughout the six weeks.

Working alongside teachers, our staff can provide

sport themed lessons on topics such as working 
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ASPIRE
KEY STAGE 2 WC OR TI

OVERVIEW
Aspire is a classroom based programme that encourage pupils

to discuss their future aspirations and how these may be

achieved.

Aspire can be used as evidence of the following indicators:

2: Increase the profile of PE and School Sport across the school

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

5: Increase participation in competitive sport

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

CURRICULUM AREAS: PSHE & ENGLISH KEY STAGE 2

Other areas that are covered include SMART targets, the 

Using tools such as goal setting, the motivation 

behind the goal(s) and identifying relevant role 

models that can support the pupils aspirations.

This personal development programme focuses on a 

number of settings including within schools, sport

and wider society.

LEAD & SUCCEED
KEY STAGE 2 WC OR TI

OVERVIEW
Lead and Succeed covers teamwork and leadership in a

practical setting. The objective is to support pupils to

understand the importance of teamwork and

leadership in a number of settings. 

Lead & Succeed can be used as evidence of the following

indicators:

2: Increase the profile of PE and School Sport across the school

3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of staff

5: Increase participation in competitive sport

PRIMARY SCHOOL PREMIUM IMPACT

CURRICULUM AREAS: PSHE & ENGLISH KEY STAGE 2

Additionally, the programme develops understanding of

different communication styles and techniques both

verbal and non-verbal. Focusing on how these are
delivered and received differently by each individual, and 

how environments can impact the interpretation of

communication.

The programme looks at how individuals contribute

to wider teamwork and the traits of good leaders.

difference between short and long term goals, personality traits

in leaders/role models and the support systems around them to

help them work towards their own aspirations.



PACKAGES
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GOLD PACKAGE

SILVER PACKAGE

BRONZE PACKAGE
Discounts are available on package prices when taken

with a parent paid after-school club. 

For more information please email

schools@stevenagefc.com

Choose six of our six week courses delivered over a 39 week period.

AM or PM curricular delivery (2 hours)

Bespoke KS1 & KS2 delivery from our programme menu which can be

allocated to one or multiple classes.

Choose three of our six week courses delivered over a 19 week period.

AM or PM curricular delivery (2 hours)

Bespoke KS1 & KS2 delivery from our programme menu which can be

allocated to one or multiple classes.

Choose of one of our six week courses.

AM or PM curricular delivery (2 hours)

Bespoke KS1 & KS2 delivery from our programme menu which can be

allocated to one class.

£1,500

£1,000

£400

Equivalent to £42 per week or £21 per session

Equivalent to £56 per week or £28 per session

Equivalent to £67 per week or £34 per session



EXTRA CURRICULAR CLUBS
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We offer a number of clubs to

provide additional opportunities for

pupils to take part in sport and

physical activity.

Whether it's starting the day at a

Get Set Breakfast Club, Playground

Management, Lunchtime Sports Clubs

or one of our After-School Clubs,

there is something for everyone.

Coaches are experienced to deliver

a range of sports, health and well

being, mindfulness or multi-sport

sessions to engage a wide variety

of participants, not just football

only sessions. 

A variety of activities designed

to get children engaged and

ready for the start of the

school day

GET SET BREAKFAST CLUBS
Physical Activity Sessions

1 Hour @ £25 Per Session

Per Coach (Maximum 1:16 Ratio)

Offering either a variety or

specific sporting activities to

engage pupils during lunch

breaks

LUNCH CLUBS
Playground Management Or

Structured Activity Clubs

1 Hour @ £25 Per Session

Per Coach

Sessions designed for indoor

and outdoor activity to

participate in regular sport and

physical activity to end the day

AFTER-SCHOOL CLUBS
Sport Specific / Fitness

Multi-Sport / Girls Only

1 Hour @ £3.50 Per Pupil

Per Session
Minimum 10 Participants



KEY STAGE 1 CURRICULUM AREA
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PLAN YOUR WEEK

BREAKFAST CLUB

CURRICULUM PM

LUNCH CLUB

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

CURRICULUM AM

AFTER-SCHOOL

CLUB

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO MAP WHAT A WEEK COULD LOOK LIKE FOR YOUR SCHOOL AND WE CAN TAILOR THIS

TO MEET YOUR NEEDS. OUR STAFF ARE HAPPY TO WORK WITH MULTIPPLE YEAR GROUPS ON ONE DAY AS

WELL AS OFFERING EXTRA-CURRICULAR CLUBS TO ALL YEAR GROUPS
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THE LAMEX STADIUM

BROADHALL WAY

STEVENAGE

HERTFORDSHIRE

SG2 8RH

TEL: 01438 223223 (OPTION 6)

WWW.STEVENAGEFCFOUNDATION.COM

REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 1140006

(C) STEVENAGE FC FOUNDATION 2019

COMPANY NO. 07347408

@STEVENAGEFCF

@STEVENAGEFCFOUNDATION

@BOROFOUNDATION

COMMUNITY@STEVENAGEFC.COM

http://www.stevenagefcfoundation.com/

